ABSTRACT: This paper describes the ICT-based work management to enhance collaborative works and interactive communication, and to grasp significant information in order to support unmanned construction for post-disaster restoration.
UNMANNED CONSTRUCTION
In order to remove unstable rocks and sediments deposited 
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Venous unmanned construction such as digging, loading and haulage of earth and rocks Arterial unmanned construction such as digging, shaping sediment forms, and haulage, spreading and compacting of no-slump concrete to build multilayer sediment control dam based work management system are described in the chapter 3. The construction profile management system could automatically edit gathered field data to produce daily and monthly reports. The construction profile here is defined as a set of data to vision characteristics of phenomena being generated along with construction in progress and as indices to show their patterns [2] .
ICT-BASED WORK MANAGEMENT
The ICT-based work management system helps resident once to take shelter, drive bearing evaluation.
Work plan and supervision
Operation area of mobile entities is zoned into task routes such as loading spot, haulage route, transferring or dumping spot, and compartments of concrete placement as shown in figure 3. 
Work order
Based n the work plan, supervisor will issue work order daily as shown in figure 4.
Fig. 4 Example of display of work plan order
The supervisor informs gang leaders and others of work orders and safety instructions.
POC
The POC means a site network tracking system for mobile entities, and could play a large role in construction field. Here, the data-exchange function works to send work information to, and conversely capture field data from a ground station computer, which is one of components of the POC. In addition, they could be confirmed where they were and which way they took by watching the display of the work remote monitoring and control. Example of alert mail.
Drive bearing evaluation
The drive bearing represents driver's behavior, which might impact construction efficiency and energy-saving regarding haul work [3] . The drive bearing is explained 
APPLICATION OF ICT-BASED WORK
MANAGEMENT
The ICT-based work management has been applied to unmanned construction of multilayer sediment control dam using sediment forms in the Unzen restoration project. Figure 7 gives an overview of no-slump concrete haulage and placement. 
REMARKS
The ICT-based work management remote monitoring and management system gives a detailed visibility into appearances and motions in the unmanned construction, and enables the decision-makers to take quick actions with the objective of increasing construction safety and efficiency on daily duty-cycle.
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